
Expanding from Three Core Businesses to 
Five Core Businesses 

Until recently, the SBI Group has operated its businesses 

primarily in financial sectors through three core businesses: 

Asset Management, Brokerage & Investment Banking, 

and Financial Services. However, in seeking to leverage 

both financial and non-financial sectors, the SBI Group has 

shifted to a business structure consisting of five core 

businesses and is moving toward a new evolution process 

with the addition of the Housing and Real Estate and the 

Lifestyle Networks as our two new core businesses.

Under this new structure, we will strive to develop and 

provide appealing products with more innovative features to 

an even wider range of customers through both our 

“Internet” and “brick-and-mortar (face-to-face)” sales 

channels. Moreover, we will offer upgraded comparison and 

search services that will allow investors and consumers to 

select products and services that match their respective 

needs, with the aim of becoming Japan’s largest financial 

products distributor. Taking the same approach, we will also 

move beyond the framework of financial services to provide 

a variety of services that contribute to the creation of 

enriched lifestyles in various areas of consumption activities.

SBI will endeavor to become a corporate group with a 

business portfolio that brings innovation to every type of 

industry as a Strategic Business Innovator. 

Engaged in comprehensive 
securities businesses, fusing 
together the “Internet” and “brick-
and-mortar (face-to-face)” 
functions, with operations centered 
on SBI E*TRADE SECURITIES and 
SBI Securities.

Engaged in a wide range of financial 
products and services such as housing 
loans, leases and loans for individuals 
and businesses as well as EC settlement 
services; development of financial 
software; provision of evaluations of 
investment trusts; and operation of 
comparison, price estimate and search 
websites for financial products. 
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SBI Investment manages venture capital funds focused around IT, biotechnology, 
broadband, media and emerging knowledge industries. In addition, SBI Capital 
manages corporate restructuring and LBO funds, and investment products created 
mainly through SBI Asset Management. SBI Investment has increasingly 
established venture capital funds which invest in high-potential overseas markets, 
such as China and India.

Diverse but integrated portfolio of online 
and offline life-enhancing businesses. 
Lifestyle Networks sites seek to improve 
consumer decisions, experiences and 
activities by providing useful online tools 
— from content and community, to 
commerce and cost comparison. These 
websites include “SeikatsuGuide.com,” a 
comparison of public services, “Hikaku 
ALL,” a general comparison and price 
estimate and “SBI Real Estate Guide,” a 
comprehensive portal website for home and 
real estate information.

Engaged in housing and real estate businesses 
that include investment in and development of 
real estate properties; formation and 
management of funds focused on real estate; 
and investment in venture companies involved 
in real estate-related businesses.
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